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flex focus 1202 ultrasound scanner csp medical - general description for all versions of flex focus bk medical s flex focus
1202 ultrasound scanner is a fully digital multipurpose scanner based on the latest advances in ultrasound technology the
system platform is based on the latest pc technology and windows indicated use for transducers supported by flex focus
1202, flex focus 800 ultrasound machine bk ultrasound - flex focus 800 the flex focus 800 ultrasound system offers
advanced features and transducers for surgery urology and general imaging intuitive and easy to use the flex focus 800 is
equipped with quantum technology which delivers precise real time imaging on a high resolution 19 monitor the system is
compact and easy to move with, flex focus 500 ultrasound machine bk ultrasound - flex focus 500 premium performance
ultrasound system for your busy clinic performance and value the flex focus 500 is a powerful and flexible ultrasound system
for urology colorectal surgery urogynecology vascular general imaging and other applications, used b k flex focus 1202 ob
gyn ultrasound for sale - post a free request for proposal for a b k flex focus 1202 ultrasound ob gyn and get quotes from
our gold service dealers bk flex focus 1202 sn 1895393 systems software 4 66 11234 13, probes bk medical novarium items found searching probes brand bk medical 56 flex focus 1202 pro focus 2202 flex focus 400 8812 linear 8815 convex i
shaped convex array for intraoperative biopsy ultrasound maintenance and repair ultrasound probes ultrasound parts
imaging spare parts genetic analysis, bk medical flex focus 400 msk 1202 ultrasound with 8870 - bk medical flex focus
400 msk 1202 ultrasound with 8870 transducer item located in fort wayne in pain management diagnostic clinics auction this
auction is live bk medical flex focus 400 msk 1202 ultrasound with 8870 transducer item located in fort wayne indiana, used
b k flex focus 1202 syst urology ultrasound for sale - used b k flex focus 1202 syst urology ultrasound for sale dotmed
listing 981250 the flex focus 1202 system is currently marketed by b k in the 60k price range while it lasts you can, flex
focus 800 ultrasound system paragon care - flex focus 800 ultrasound system 1202 10 flex focus 800 designed for high
end surgical procedures offering many advanced features and transducers for urology surgery and general imaging the flex
focus 800 is ideal for intraoperative and laparoscopic surgery robotic surgery neurosurgery and colorectal surgery bk
ultrasound s, bk flex focus 400 ultrasound machine for sale support - the used bk flex focus 400 ultrasound system
delivers high resolution imaging that is perfect for use in medical office settings featuring an incredibly intuitive design and
compact footprint the flex focus 400 offers a premium imaging experience in a highly portable style, used bk medical flex
focus 400 ultrasound portable for - bk medical flex focus 400 ultrasound portable for sale check out our extensive catalog
of new used bk medical flex focus 400 ultrasound portable devices more than 200 000 items of imaging devices medical
equipment 716059261, flex focus 400 h strattner - mobile ultrasound has grown up times have changed and so has
mobile ultrasound premium images premium clinical performance premium images the flex focus 400 is a full featured
system that gives you superb clear images on a 19 high resolu tion monitor it moves easily to the point of care and,
endorectal biplane transducer type 8808e ums chile - with bk medical s flex focus 1202 and pro focus 2202 ultraview
ultrasound scanners it has two convex arrays one for transverse scanning and one for sagittal scanning applications the
8808e is designed for transrectal scanning it has a dynamic focus extension of 3 to 58 mm in both planes and a sector angle
of 126, product catalog roboticsol com - 1202 1 flex focus 400 mid range color system includes quantum plus basic
software 1202 12 flex focus 300a mid range color system includes quantum plus basic software dedicated to urology pro
packs and transducers 1202 2 flex focus 200 basic functionality black and white system includes quantum plus basic
software
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